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      It was too narrowly focused. I loved it, but I couldn't expect students to purchase it given that they were books that addressed the issue and others in a single text.




  
           Melissa Camacho




              


    
      



 


 
      Good book.  Solid case studies for our course in media and sports.




  
          Dr Frank Parcells




              


    
      



 


 
      This text has been recommended to students on the Sports Journalism module as it gives them a key theoretical grounding in how sport is framed and shaped by the media. The key components of the theory aspect of this module are racism, sexuality, gender and homophobia and this text provides both a general grounding and detailed case studies in these areas.
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      The diversity of the topics related to identity-constructed proved expansive.  Students, however, struggled with the work's theoretical density.




  
          Ms Lindsay Pieper




              


    
      



 


 
      comprehensive book. present the phenomenon from different  aspects. essential fom any media and sport courses




  
          Dr Ilan Tamir




              


    
      



 


 
      This text is ideal for the second semester module I currently teach on our Sports Journalism pathway.  My aim is to encourage the students to be 'critical' of the content of the sports media that they will one day help to create themselves.  This text has been really useful in raising their awareness of the themes and meanings present behind the headlines.




  
          Mr Philip McDonald




              


    
      



 


 
      This is an excellent book covering a wide range of issues relating to identity. The case study approach is effective and allows the reader to link theory and themes from the literature in an applied way. I feel that this is really useful for undergraduate students who sometimes struggle with this in their work




  
          Miss Kathryn Leflay




              


    
      



 


 
      A cutting edge and current text tackling wide reaching issues surrounding sports media and identity. The authors and editors have not been afraid to include topics in requirement of contemporary critique.




  
          Mr James Brighton




              


    
      



 


 
      I may adopt it next spring as the class will be more narrowly focused. This semester Socy of Leisure was centered more on the natural environment & leisure




  
          Professor Shawna Mauldin
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    This title is also available on SAGE Knowledge, the ultimate social sciences online library. If your library doesn’t have access, ask your librarian to start a trial.
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